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By NORA HOWE

As retailers and digital advertisers reel from the COVID-19 outbreak, they are beginning to spend again on Google
advertising, according to a new study by Tinuiti.

Many retailers pulled their money away from advertising in the early months of COVID-19, but now are seemingly
spending again, bringing numbers close to pre-pandemic levels. The Google Ads Benchmark Report highlights
important shifts that Google advertisers are currently seeing, the implications of Google's search terms update and
insights regarding how certain strategies are outperforming others.

"Online demand is soaring as a result of the pandemic, and Google search is where many consumers are turning to
search for products that they can order online, as evidenced by the significant growth in Google Shopping ads over
the last two quarters," said Andy Taylor, director of research at T inuiti. "Luxury brands should make sure they're
taking full advantage of the opportunity provided by Google search ads to get in front of consumers this Q4."

The Tinuiti Google Ads Benchmark Report is based on performance data from Google programs under T inuiti
management, with annual Google ad spend under management totaling over $700 million. Samples are restricted to
those programs that have remained active and maintained a consistent strategy over the time periods studied.

All figures are based on same-client growth and the trends and figures included are not meant to represent the
official performance of Google advertising or the experiences of every Google advertiser.

Key figures
Advertisers increased spend on Google search ads by 9 percent since Q2 2020, 28 percent year over year. Cost-per-
click (CPC) declined only 1 percent in Q3, a drastic difference from the 17 percent decline observed in Q2, as many
advertisers such as Amazon ramped up search investment in the quarter, increasing competition.

Shopping spend growth outpaced text ad spend growth, with advertisers increasing Shopping investment 34 percent
year-over-year for text ads. Text ads CPC recovered quickly, going from a 16 percent decline in Q2 to a 4 percent
increase year over year in Q3.
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Online retailer Amazon was the largest Google Ads buyer to increase spend in Q3, which returned to both Google
Shopping and text ads in early June. By the end of the quarter, Amazon's impression share against retailers nearly
reached pre-pandemic 2020 levels for Google Shopping.

Some advertisers that were forced to pull back on advertising due to the pandemic have ramped up spending in Q3.
While pandemic-related shifts in the auction are certainly important in understanding recent CPC movement, it
should be noted that CPC growth was largely trending downward prior to Q1 2020.

Amazon was  a key factor in ramping up spend this  quarter. Image credit: T inuiti

According to the study, phones accounted for 69 percent of all Google paid search clicks in Q3. Tablets have been
declining in regards to paid search click share over the last year. While desktop accounted for only 28 percent of
clicks, it accounted for 40 percent of spend, as average CPC is higher for desktop than phones.

In September, Google updated its search terms reports, eliminating queries which were deemed as not searched for
by enough searchers in an effort toward privacy protection. As a result, the share of spend attributable to search
queries declined significantly across phones, tablets and desktops.

According to the data, this update should not be considered a deal-breaker in terms of driving advertisers away from
Google, but it is  an obstacle to cross.

Advertisers still have visibility into most of the queries accounting for ad spend. Paid search advertisers should
continue using search query reports for optimizations now, as well as in recording any known query types which
tend to cause issues to use for reference in the long run.

How advertisers fare with Google
Google announced earlier this year that it would end third-party cookies on its web browser Chrome.

While it was a positive development for consumers and data privacy, it came as no surprise to digital marketers.
Even before Apple and Mozilla made similar announcements last year about cookie blocking, marketers and ad-
tech providers were preparing for this shift in media technology.

Digital marketers will need to adapt their innovative processes and differentiated customer experiences to comply
with new standards. They have come to embrace the mobile-first world of today and have even shifted their
consumer interactions in that direction (see story).

This month, Google faced an antitrust lawsuit from the United States Department of Justice, which may lead to more
complications for digital marketers. The federal government is arguing that the tech giant unfairly dominates online
search and advertising to the point at which consumers and competitors are being harmed.

While this lawsuit could potentially last years, brands should begin considering how the outcome might affect their
ability to reach their consumer markets, and potentially start focusing on diversifying their advertising strategies
outside of search engine placements (see story).

"Past scenarios of Google being removed as the default search engine for a device/browser, such as Mozilla Firefox
turning to Yahoo as its default search engine in 2014, indicate that a significant share of users will turn to Google
even when it's  not the default search engine being used," Mr. Taylor said. "It's  not the case that Google would
necessarily lose all or even a majority of its  ad traffic."
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